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WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE TRADER, JANUARY 2005 1993

This book provides the first accessible English language account of motorcycles in the Soviet Union concentrating on the wartime and postwar period until 1990 prior to the dissolution of the USSR in 1991. It covers the motorcycles produced and looks at the way in which they were used at home and exported abroad. Chapters cover wartime models produced, the social character of Soviet-era motorcycling, and wide-ranging sport with planned rather than market-led production based around copies of pre-war German BMW and DKW models. The industry churned out hundreds of thousands of utilitarian and rugged machines that were very different from the more fashion-oriented machines produced in the West. These motorcycles went under the place names of the producing factories: Ishevsk, Kovrov, Moskva, Minsk, and of course, the large flat twins produced in Irbit and Kiev under the Ural and Dnepr names with a strong emphasis on Soviet-era illustrations. The book provides an insight into a life based on idealism and ideology that has now passed. Period photographs and images, many of them from private family collections, show Soviet bikes as well as popular imports: Jawa from Czechoslovakia and Pannonia from Hungary.
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The ultimate reference for Triumph lovers and fans of British motorcycles. The complete book of classic and modern Triumph motorcycles 1937 to date collects all of the motorcycles from this iconic brand in a single illustrated volume in this revised and updated edition. You'll find all the new Bonneville lineup introduced for the 2016 model year as well as other Triumphs through 2019. Originally formed as a bicycle company in 1885, Triumph produced its first motorcycle in 1902, which was simply a bicycle fitted with a Belgian Minerva engine. From there, the company in various iterations went on to build some of the most iconic motorcycles of all time written by respected Triumph expert Ian Falloon. This luxurious reference covers all of the major and minor models with an emphasis on the most exemplary era-defining motorcycles such as the Thunderbird Tiger Trophy Bonneville and new machines such as the Speed Triple Thruxton and Daytona 675. Detailed technical specifications are offered alongside compelling
photography much of it sourced from triumph s archives the complete book of classic and modern triumph motorcycles 1937 today also features important non production models and factory racing and speed record setting motorcycles that have become integral parts of triumph s stellar reputation this is a book no triumph fan should be without
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the bsa and triumph motorcycles designed for the 1971 model year including ariel 3 and the 750cc triumph hurricanel a study of related promotional and racing events the us organisation and bsa s financial position prior to 1971 s devastating trading loss announcement
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triumph bonneville 60 years is a celebration one of motorcycling s most iconic and beloved bikes first manufactured in great britain in 1959 triumph s legendary model resonates deeply with motorcycle enthusiasts worldwide who love its style sound performance and undeniable coolness it s no surprise that triumph was steve mcqueen s favorite ride the bonneville s story is one of successes and challenges as triumph grew steadily in the post world war ii decades to become america s most successful import motorcycle marque triumph won every championship worth winning owned the world speed record for fifteen years and wooed hollywood s hottest stars bonneville was triumph s halo machine one of the highest performance motorcycles of the 1960s however as competing marques eventually eclipsed the bonneville in the 1970s triumph management struggled leading first to bankruptcy and then to the demise of the company in 1983 triumph was resurrected by british industrialist john bloor in the late 1990s to become a twenty first century global success story which includes a revived and thoroughly retro contemporary bonneville range
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